DONALDSON QUICK LOCK YOKE

HELPS ENSURE SECURE INSTALLATION AND REDUCES CHANGE OUT TIME.

Proper installation of inlet air filters and periodic inspections to verify effective sealing and retention tightness is critical for the life of the equipment. Upgrading to a Donaldson’s Quick Lock Yoke System takes the guesswork out of installing and inspecting new filter elements and reduces maintenance time for change outs.

Secure Installation
The design of the Quick Lock Yoke ensures proper gasket sealing at the tube sheet and between the element pair. Once the clamp is secure, the elements are locked in place.

Simple Maintenance
Our design ensures precise sealing at all connection points for each filter element pair. The Quick Lock Yock proprietary locking system reduces the risk of filters loosening during operations to help minimize dirty air bypass while simplifying the overall filter change out process.

Easy Upgrades
Donaldson crossflow and updraft inlet air filtration units, as well as other popular brands, can be easily upgraded to incorporate the Quick Lock Yoke. Depending on the application, simply remove the existing yoke leg retention system, and install the Quick Lock Yoke or retrofit the application by using the Quick Lock Yoke adaptors. There is no welding, cutting, drilling, or coating repair required. The installation of the Quick Lock Yoke utilizes the existing fastening points.

Innovative Technology
Donaldson’s filter elements are made from Turbo-Tek™ media, an innovative filtration technology. The fully assembled Quick Lock Yoke consists of retention clamps, gaskets, and gasket washers for a complete solution to ensure the best results.
ADVANTAGES OF THE QUICK LOCK YOKE

- Quick filter element removal and installation
- Precise sealing to help reduce the risk of dirty air bypass
- Corrosion-resistant aluminum helps reduce future maintenance and/or replacements
- Simple verification of correct installation
- Reduced change out time resulting in decreased downtime
- Reusable hardware and zero tools required for ease of installation and maintenance
DONALDSON. MORE POWER TO YOU.

Comprehensive Technical Capabilities
- Extensive product and service portfolio
- Advanced filter media technology for optimal performance
- Engineering and design support
- Customization capabilities

Unrivaled Operations and Maintenance Support
- Filter testing and reporting
- Technical Field Advisor site inspections
- Dedicated service crews
- Comprehensive warranty
- Wide breadth of aftermarket filters, parts, and accessories

Extensive Global Reach
- 140 sales, manufacturing, and distribution locations globally
- Localized support for faster service and delivery
- Logistical and regulatory expertise

Important Notice
Many factors beyond the control of Donaldson can affect the use and performance of Donaldson products in a particular application, including the conditions under which the product is used. Since these factors are uniquely within the user’s knowledge and control, it is essential the user evaluate the products to determine whether the product is fit for the particular purpose and suitable for the user’s application. All products, product specifications, availability and data are subject to change without notice, and may vary by region or country.
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